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public class IntMathOps3 {
//@ requires y >= 0;
public static int isqrt(int y)
{
return (int) Math.sqrt(y);
}
}
Figure 1: A simple specification requiring the parameter to be non-negative

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.4 [Software Engineering]: Software/Program Verification—programming by contract, assertion checkers, class
invariants; F.3.1 [Logics and Meanings of Programs]:
Specifying and Verifying and Reasoning about Programs—
pre- and post-conditions, invariants, assertions; D.2.3 [Software Engineering]: Coding Tools and Techniques—objectoriented programming; D.2.5 [Software Engineering]:
Testing and Debugging—debugging aids; D.3.2 [Programming Languages]: Language Classifications—JML

General Terms
Languages

//@ model import org.jmlspecs.models.*;
public class IntMathOps2 {
/*@ public normal_behavior
@
requires y >= 0;
@
assignable \nothing;
@
ensures -y <= \result && \result <= y;
@
ensures \result * \result <= y;
@
ensures
@
y < (Math.abs(\result) + 1)
@
* (Math.abs(\result) + 1);
@*/
public static int isqrt(int y);
}
Figure 2: A complete specification

JML annotations are written in the form of specially commented sections of the code. Figure 1 shows a lightweight
JML specification for an integer square root method, requiring that the input be non-negative [4]. While specifications
can be as simple as that, JML has sophisticated features
that allow programmers to write full, abstract, model-based
specifications. Figure 2 shows a complete specification for
the integer square root method [4].
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1.

INTRODUCTION

JML, the Java Modeling Language, is a language that allows programmers to specify the detailed design of Java programs. A software developer can use JML to add specifications such as method preconditions and postconditions, and
class invariants to clearly indicate their correct behavior.
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2. THE JML COMPILER
Jmlc, the JML compiler, is one of several tools support the
JML notation [2]. Jmlc takes JML annotated source files
and compiles preconditions, postconditions, invariants, and
history constraints into bytecode that checks these specifications at runtime, making jmlc an ideal design-by-contract
tool.
Runtime monitoring of contract assertions has many well
known advantages. One particularly useful feature of runtime assertion checking is that an error is likely to be found
at the point of contract violation; the error does not propagate such that when it is detected, the point of failure is in
correctly implemented code.
The lack of assertions in early versions of the Java language,
and the lack of design-by-contract checking of preconditions,
prostconditions, and invariants in the current version (JDK

1.4) has led to many runtime assertion checking tools for
Java, such as iContract [3], and Jass [1].
However, JML has features not found in other runtime checkers. For example, JML’s facility for specification-only fields
and methods allows programmers to create specifications
using an abstract model of the object’s state. The JML
compiler allows programmers to use formal specification as
a practical tool for debugging and testing software components.

3.

CONCLUSIONS

Any developer of Java components and applications may
benefit from the use of JML tools. JML has an easy adoption path, since classes and methods need not have full specifications. The programmer can begin by putting the odd
precondition or postcondition check and then code in more
complex specifications as his proficiency in the language improves. JML has been put to practical use in industry. Particularly, nearly all the API of Java Card, a dialect of Java
for use in smart cards, has been specified in JML [5].
JML was originally developed in Iowa State University by
Gary Leavens and his students. It is now an open source
project with developers from all over the world actively contributing to improve the tools and the language. The JML
homepage can be found at http://jmlspecs.org.
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